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At the 2016 spring Technical Services Summit convened by the MSL, there was agreement that 
cataloging services and skills were waning at an increasing number of libraries statewide.  Common 
issues included: 

 Libraries unable to keep up with cataloging (especially original cataloging) 

 Unable to keep up with continuing education in cataloging 

 Not adding skilled catalogers to staff 

 Eliminating cataloging positions 
   
At the spring MSC Membership meeting, the membership voted to establish an ad hoc Cooperative 
Cataloging Committee.  The scope of the committee: 

1. Investigate current practices in cooperative cataloging in different libraries. 
2. Discuss ideas and development of more robust cooperation among libraries while ensuring high 

quality records that adhere to MSC cataloging standards.  
3. Propose solutions that will decrease the amount of time materials are unavailable because of a 

backlog of cataloging.  Do we ask user sharing groups to pilot the idea?   

The ad hoc Committee met from June through December 2016. The committee members conducted 
interviews with 13 consortia to gather information, used the MSC cataloging survey as a tool to gather 
information about our own libraries, and discussed issues known among members. 

Findings from consortia interviews:  Most libraries were not doing cooperative cataloging.  If they did 
centralized cataloging, their library system was well funded and so dissimilar to MSC that they could not 
be a model. Most libraries had difficulty finding skilled catalogers to hire. 

Findings from MSC survey: 

 73% of respondents are not comfortable creating an original record using Connexion. 

 62% of respondents wish someone else would do original cataloging for them. However, 74% 
say they would not consider paying to have these items cataloged by someone else. Of course, 
that leaves 26% who say they would pay for this. 

 53% of cataloging staff attended in-person MSC training in the past year and 70% attended an 
MSC webinar this year.  

 About 7% of libraries currently purchase MARC records from a vendor and 4% say they plan to, 
leaving 89% saying they do not plan to purchase vendor records. 

 58% of libraries say they have a backlog of items to catalog.  However, during our discussions, 
we realized that there might not be a large backlog of items to catalog compared to the actual 
number of items (3 million) in the MSC.  We estimated that there was about 1,100 items in the 
backlog. Roberta put out a call to get an idea of what those 1,100 items were. She got responses 
back from seven libraries.  Of the 49 items reported, 24 required original cataloging and she was 
able to find 25 of them using SmartPort. This was a very small sample size, and perhaps not 
representative of the 1,100 items.  However, the exercise informed us that people need training 
on SmartPort. 



The Cooperative Cataloging Committee formulated proposals to address: 

1. Training 
2. Better records in the catalog 
3. Some form of accountability so that libraries are continually improving the records that they add 

December 2016 - Proposals sent to the MSC Executive Board: 

1. Develop a program for cataloger certification or progressive certifications. Can we offer 

discounts on the annual cost share for libraries with certified catalogers?   

o Result:  A cataloging training series is in place, but it is beyond the scope of MSC training 

to develop a formal certification program.  Budget uncertainty makes it unlikely to 

consider discounts.  

 

2. Training on basic cataloging – Strongly encourage copy cataloging training each year 

o Result:  MSC winter webinars training will focus on cataloging. Executive Board will 

strongly encourage libraries to attend at least one cataloging training per year.  

 

3. Enhance the current mentor program to be more effective  

o Result:  Ask CMC to look at ways to expand the mentor program. Ideas:  

 Formalize evaluation of cataloging expertise 

 Mentors contact new libraries regularly to answer questions and train so that 

bad habits are not developed 

 Create a list of contract catalogers that libraries can hire if the library is willing 

to pay for services. 

 

4. Employ a contract (centralized) cataloger for original cataloging and to help clean up problem 

records. 

o Result: Budget uncertainty necessitated rejecting this proposal. 

 

5. Ask MSL to help fund cataloging coursework for librarians  

o Result: Budget uncertainty necessitated rejecting this proposal. 

 

6. Add a section to the MSC contract stating that libraries with a large number of problem records 

must get training. 

o Result:  Rejected because changing the contract requires a by-laws change, time-

consuming education efforts, and re-signing of all contracts. Instead: 

 Executive Board members will consistently and regularly remind all libraries to: 

 Participate in curriculum provided by MSC 



 Search multiple ways in WorkFlows before importing new catalog 
records – Title, Author, Subject, ISBN 

 Ensure that records meet the minimum standards of the Standard 
Cataloging Procedures   

 Before cataloging, read the standards available here:   

http://libraries.msl.mt.gov/learning/statewide_projects/montana_shar
ed_catalog/cataloging 

 
 Executive Board asked the CMC to make a change to the introductory paragraph 

of the SCP and add stronger language.  The CMC accomplished this at the March 
2017 meeting.  The new introductory paragraph will delete the highlighted 
sentence and add the last 3 sentences: 

 
The Montana Shared Catalog (MSC) serves a diverse group of libraries, including 
special, academic, school, and public libraries. The purpose of these procedures 
is to create consistency within the bibliographic records in the catalog. Since all 
MSC libraries share these records, consistency helps everyone and makes things 
easier to find.   Member libraries and their patrons rely on the integrity of the 
catalog. Consistency is vital.  It is the responsibility of each MSC member library 
to be consistent in following these procedures. 

 

For the future: 

 MSC continue to offer training. 

 Mindfulness: Executive Board regularly reminds libraries about items in #6 – Libraries make full-

faith effort in training and to adhere to the SCP. 

 CMC and Executive Board continue to look for cooperative ways to improve the mentor 

program as in #3  

http://libraries.msl.mt.gov/learning/statewide_projects/montana_shared_catalog/cataloging
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